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Eifelsteig FKT: 49:05 hours
I set the FKT for Eifelstig on 49:05 hours on the 4th of May 2019 at 6:05 AM after starting on the
2nd of May 2019 at 5:00 hours.
This is a more detailed and factual account of the last leg on the Eifelsteig (296 kilometres at
Schwerzfeld to the finish in Kornelimunster) to further support my claims on the FKT. I chose to
do this in a serepate report not to spoil my narrative account of the attempt. I was carrying a
tracker with me until the 296k aid station at Schwerzfeld, where I threw my back with the tracker
and my phone in the back of the support car. The support crew was also carrying a tracker in
the car. The movement of both trackers with times can be viewed at the tracking site:
http://eifel-fkt.legendstracking.com/ by clicking the following buttons:

then

and then click one of the blue dots for the time the tracker was at

that point
Splits
In this manner I determined the actual splits and compared them with the expected splits in my
slowest schedule:
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Facebook post on 4th of May at 16:55 hours
I partly accounted for the movement of the trackers in my facebook account on the afternoon
after finishing. It was in Dutch and can be found here:
https://www.facebook.com/teungeurts/posts/2415095555188087
The translation in English (google translate) follows here:
Dear people,
There is a lot of speculation about how things are now with my Eifelsteig adventure. It is
therefore high time to inform you about this.
I finished in Kornelimunster at 6:05 am. The whole adventure has been a very successful
adventure in many ways. I enjoyed it immensely, the trip, the environment, the conversations
and the fantastic team performance. I am extremely proud of the completion of the journey, but
perhaps more so that we have achieved that together. But the tracking went wrong.
The weather provided an epic ending to this already great adventure. At a certain moment I
even appreciated that. At around 3:20 a.m., Adriaan Pandelaers and I arrived at Steling to cross
the high moors. It had started raining shortly before and with the wind in our face it started to
snow during the crossing. Just standing still or longer than a few seconds was not an option
because of the cold. My headlight also started to fail, so the last part through the forest was very
difficult and we continued to cool down. Before I arrived at the care post at 296 km I thought that
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I didn't want to lose a second there. Only change the head lamp and put on a thick warm jacket.
Arriving at the car I thought that I would not need a backpack for the last part. I put two snickers
and a soft flask with water in my jacket pockets and walked on. Only 500 meters before the
finish I realized that I no longer had a tracker. Upon arrival at the square in Kornelimunster, there
turned out to be no one there. With a bit of effort we were able to convince the lady of the
bakery to allow two expired wet runners to stay warm. Fortunately my father (Gerard Geurts)
arrived as soon as we had just installed ourselves. My father told me that I would have to walk
Schwerzfeld's piece again (for the Fkt). And oh yes, Erik van Kempen flew over the crash barrier
with Fred's car. WHY! Fortunately Erik turned out to be fine. But walking the last 16 kilometers
again? Not really!
What you see on the tracking site: my father drove back to Monschau with Adriaan to pick up
Adriaan's camper. My father looked at the tracker there to see where I was at the time and
realized what was going on. My phone was also in my backpack, so I was also unavailable.
Adriaan took the tracker back to Schwerzfeld with the idea that my father and Erik would be
looking for me and Fred and that I would walk the last part again. You might think that I am a
little crazy that I am going to walk 313 km, but to walk the last part in the snow is a bit too far for
me. A more detailed report will follow later.
I have yet to read all the encouragements and responses. But at least I want to thank you very
much for all the support at a distance. Super cool that you have all experienced so much.
Explanation of the tracker movements
I will explain the movement of both trackers from the 296 kilometre point:
1. May 4th 2:14-3:54 hours: The crew’s tracker was at Schwerzfeld waiting for my arrival
after which the support car left to Monschau with my dad and Adriaan to pick up
Adriaan’s camper.
2. May 4th 3:54-4:14 hours: drive to Monschau with both trackers in the back of the support
car
3. May 4th 4:14-4:31 hours: my dad checks the tracking site to see where I am and
discovers the tracker is in the back of his car. He tries to phone both me and Fred but
discovers both our phones are in the back of the car. They decide that Adriaan will drive
back to Schwerzfeld with the tracker and that my dad (with the support car) and Erik
(with Fred’s car) will go look for me and Fred to take us back to Schwerzfeld to run the
last leg with tracker as ‘proof’ for the FKT.
4. May 4th 4:31-4:50 hours: dad and Adriaan drive back to Schwerzfeld with both trackers
5. May 4th 4:50-4:58 hours: consultation in Schwerzfeld. Erik phones my dad and sharesd
shares his location in the Eifelsteig App-group:
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6. May 4th 4:58-5:06 hours: dad drives to the location of Erik’s accident. Erik sendsmy dad
SMS messages:

7. May 4th 5:05-5:18 hours: dad is at the location of Erik’s accident. At B258 between
Roetgen and Friesenrath:
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Adriaan sends my dad messeges:

8. May 4th 5:18-5:29 hours: dad drives to Kornelimunster to see if me and Fred have
arrived.
9. May 4th 5:29-5:43 hours: dad waits in vain for me and Fred to arrive in Kornelimunster.
He decides to drive to Rott to see if we have past there.
10. May 4th 5:43-5:53 hours: dad arrives in Rott and spots the tracks that me and Fred left
earlier and he drives back to Kornelimunster. In the meantime people are exchanging
apps in the Eifelsteig app-group:
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11. May 4th 5:53-6:11 hours: dad turns around in Rott and drives back to Kornelimunster
12. May 4th 6:11-6:19 hours: dad picks me and Fred up in Kornelimunster
13. May 4th 6:19-6:36 hours: we drive back to Schwerzfeld
14. May 4th 6:36-6:45 we await a message from Erik and say goodbye to Adriaan. I turn my
own tracker and then when we leave to pick up Erik the crew’s tracker as well. More
apps from the Eifelsteig app-group:
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This concludes my report of the last 17 kilometres on the Eifelsteig.
Teun Geurts
May 27th 2019
Heeswijk-Dinther
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